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International
Holocaust
Remembrance
Day marked
by solemn
ceremony
BY MONIQUE ELLIOT

Holocaust survivors and the memories
of the six million murdered Jews were
honoured at a poignant International
Holocaust Remembrance Day ceremony
at Ottawa City Hall on January 27, the
anniversary of the liberation of the
Auschwitz-Birkenau death camp by the
Soviet army in 1945.
The date has been designated as
International Holocaust Remembrance
Day by the United Nations. This year
marked the 70th anniversary of the
liberation.
“To commemorate the Holocaust is
very important to me because it affected
my life so much and because most of
my relatives, about 150 of them, were
taken out of Holland and murdered in
Poland, in the various concentration
camps,” said Elly Bollegraaf, one of about
25 Holocaust survivors in attendance at
the event.
While the ceremony was a sombre
reﬂection on the unfathomable losses of
the Holocaust, it also reﬂected concerns
for current realities of Jewish communities, particularly in Europe where there
has been a signiﬁcant resurgence of
anti-Semitism in recent years.

inside:
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Return to Auschwitz: Mordechai Ronen of Toronto, a prisoner at the Auschwitz concentration camp as an 11-year-old child,
breaks into tears as he walks through the camp on January 26, the eve of the 70th anniversary of its liberation. Ronen’s parents and sisters
were among the Jews murdered there.

A solemn and diverse crowd of about
400 packed Jean Pigott Place to standing
room only. Attendees included members
of Ottawa’s Jewish community, non-Jews
paying their respects, 30 ambassadors to
Canada, many elected ofﬁcials and other
dignitaries.
Speakers included Ambassadors Rafael
Barak of Israel, Werner Wnendt of
Germany, Marcin Bosacki of Poland and
Selcuk Unal of Turkey; Multiculturalism
Minister Jason Kenney; Liberal Leader
Justin Trudeau; Mayor Jim Watson;

Rav Barry resigns
from Agudath Israel pulpit > p. 3

Salma Siddiqi, president of the Canadian
Coalition of Progressive Muslim
Organizations; and B’nai Brith Canada
CEO Michael Mostyn.
Rabbi Reuven P. Bulka was master of
ceremonies for the event and afterward
said the damage done during the
Holocaust was “incalculable.”
“On a personal level, I never met my
grandparents. Hitler took care of that,”
Rabbi Bulka said. “My father and mother
were miracles, but there were so many
that didn’t happen.

Lynda Taller-Wakter meets
Israel Police spokesman > p. 12

“There are heroes here – ordinary,
daily heroes. Every survivor is a miracle,
every survivor is a hero, and hopefully an
inspiration.”
Many commended the German
ambassador for acknowledging the role
of average Germans in perpetrating the
Holocaust, and for contemporary
Germany’s ﬁrm commitment to eradicating anti-Semitism.
However, the invitation of the Turkish ambassador to speak drew sharp
See Ceremony on page 2
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Ceremony: Survivors receive emotional standing ovation
Continued from page 1

criticism from some, including several
of the politicians and members of the
public in attendance because of
anti-Semitic and anti-Israel views
expressed by some Turkish leaders
in recent years.
Earlier on International Holocaust
Remembrance Day, at a meeting of the
speakers of 30 European parliaments
held in Prague, Czech Republic, Turkey
was the only European country that did
not sign a declaration against contemporary manifestations – including Holocaust
denial – of anti-Semitism.
“I share those concerns,” said event
co-organizer Floralove Katz. “However,
during the Holocaust, the Turkish
government was the only government in
Europe that instructed its diplomats to
save as many Jews as possible.”
Katz, who organized the event with
Fred Litwin and Anna-Lee Chiprout,
emphasized that the ceremony was
intended to commemorate the Holocaust
and to encourage the diplomatic community to sign the Ottawa Protocol on
Combating Anti-Semitism, which
condemns and denounces anti-Semitism
in all forms.
“So, one honours diplomats that stood
up and put their own lives and those of
their families at risk to save the lives of
Jews during the Holocaust,” Katz said.
During the ceremony, Katz sang
“Shtiler, Shtiler (Quiet, Quiet),” a song
written in the Vilna Ghetto in 1943,
moving many audience members to
tears.
Tears also ﬂowed from survivors and
other attendees when Cantor Moshe
Kraus, a survivor of Bergen-Belsen, sang
“Kel Malei Rachamim” and recited
Kaddish.
The ceremony concluded with
Holocaust survivors symbolically placing
six red roses in a vase; and with the
recognition of the Holocaust survivors
and Jewish war veterans in attendance.
The survivors and veterans received an
emotional standing ovation.
Bollegraaf said she was grateful to
attend the ceremony in Ottawa, and said
she hopes Canadian politicians continue
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Cantor Moshe Kraus, a Holocaust
survivor, sings “Kel Malei Rachamim” at the
International Holocaust Remembrance Day
ceremony, January 27, at Ottawa City Hall.

to keep Jewish communities safe.
“I feel very sad about what’s happening in the rest of the world. That’s the
only way I can express it. I ask myself,
why doesn’t it stop? Why are people so
crazy? … There’s something wrong that I
don’t comprehend.”
Later in the day, Kenney hosted an
International Holocaust Remembrance
Day ceremony and reception on
Parliament Hill.
Among the speakers was University of
Ottawa student Jaclyn Friedlich, a 2012
March of the Living participant.
A new ﬁlm produced by the March of
the Living Digital Archives Project,
Auschwitz-Birkenau: 70 Years After
Liberation: A Warning to Future
Generations, was shown, and memorial
candles in memory of the six million
Jews murdered during the Holocaust
were lit.

(From left) Vera Gara and Elly Bollegraaf were among the Holocaust survivors
who placed six roses – each symbolic of one million Jews murdered by the Nazis – in a vase,
with the assistance of organizers Fred Litwin and Anna-Lee Chiprout.
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Jaclyn Friedlich speaks about the March of the Living at the International Holocaust
Remembrance Day ceremony on Parliament Hill.
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Rav Barry to leave
Agudath Israel as merger talks
with Beth Shalom proceed
BY MICHAEL REGENSTREIF
EDITOR

M

erger talks between
Conservative congregations
Beth Shalom – which will
soon vacate its former
property on Chapel Street – and Agudath
Israel are reportedly progressing well
enough that Agudath Israel’s spiritual
leader, who disagrees with the proposed
merger, has tendered his resignation.
Rabbi Barry Schlesinger – popularly
known as “Rav Barry” – will step down
from the Agudath Israel pulpit effective
July 31, just under six months from now.
“Sometimes rabbis and boards don’t
share the same vision for the shul and
they together come to a conclusion that it
is better off to part ways and for the
leadership of the shul to navigate and lead
the synagogue forward according to its
own understanding of what is best for the
shul,” Rabbi Schlesinger wrote in a letter
emailed to congregants on January 22 in
tandem with a congregational letter from
Agudath Israel President Howie Levine.
“As a rabbi who truly cares for his shul
I too am concerned for Agudath’s future
and I do have a vision for the synagogue’s
growth and development. But, unfortunately, when it comes to the scope of a
possible merger with Beth Shalom, I have
a divergent vision,” the rabbi wrote.
“So it is with great sadness that I
inform you that I have asked the board to
accept my resignation.”
In his letter, Levine said the Amalgamation Steering Committee has been
working since the fall on securing a
successful merger between the two
congregations.
“There [are] a remarkable number of
areas that both congregations have been
able to easily agree upon. However, there
still remain issues that are complicated,
and require ﬂexibility, compromise, and
negotiation from both sides to realize
success. The most difﬁcult issue that we
currently face is the planned spiritual
leadership for the merged shul entity,”
Levine wrote.
“Sadly, Rav Barry’s vision does not
include merging with Beth Shalom or
another shul,” he added, noting “the
Board and the Amalgamation Steering
Committee have done everything
possible to try and effect a working
compromise which satisﬁes Rav Barry’s
needs and expectations, and [that]
continues to foster the best prospects for
a timely merger with Beth Shalom.”

Rabbi Barry Schlesinger

Levine said it was with “heavy hearts”
that the Agudath Israel Board of
Directors accepted Rabbi Schlesinger’s
resignation.
“Since coming to our kehillah just
over two years ago, Rav Barry has guided
us through some extremely difﬁcult
times. His energy, enthusiasm, and
spiritual leadership [have] made us
much stronger. We can still look forward
to his charismatic leadership until
July 31, 2015,” he wrote.
The Agudath Israel Board, Levine
wrote, “understands the urgent need to
begin a search for new appropriate
spiritual leadership to be in place, not
only for our own shul by this fall, but
hopefully for a merged congregation in
the near future.”
Both Rabbi Schlesinger and Levine
declined requests to be interviewed for
this report.
Meanwhile, Beth Shalom has entered
its ﬁnal months in the synagogue
building at 151 Chapel Street, which it
has occupied for almost six decades.
The building – including the former
Jewish community centre at 153 Chapel
Street – was sold to developers, and the
congregation will take up temporary
quarters on the Jewish Community
Campus in the spring.
Beth Shalom President Peter
Greenberg told the Bulletin he was
pleased with the progress of the merger
negotiations.

Breaking news at www.ottawajewishbulletin.com
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From MSG stands to NHL
throne, hockey always
king for Gary Bettman
BY HILLEL KUTTLER

(JTA) – In the late 1960s, Gary Bettman
would ﬁnish classes at his Queens high
school, take the subway to Madison
Square Garden and whip out his student
ID card to land a ticket for 50 cents to a
New York Rangers game. He’d sit in the
arena doing his homework until the
game began and he could cheer on
favourite players like Rod Gilbert and
Eddie Giacomin.
Though the Rangers were a storied
hockey club, Bettman was drawn to the
newer franchises.
Growing up in a single-parent home,
“I didn’t have the passing on of [fandom
from] generation to generation that a lot
of kids did, so I would tend to gravitate
toward expansion teams so I would have
instant history,” Bettman, the National
Hockey League (NHL) commissioner,
told JTA.
“At the time, I didn’t realize what I was
doing. As I reﬂect back on it, it makes
sense.”
On February 1, Bettman marked his
22nd year as NHL commissioner, his
longevity trailing that of only ﬁve others

– including ex-NBA chief David Stern –
in the annals of America’s four top sports
leagues. Stern had hired Bettman at the
National Basketball Association more
than a decade before Bettman took the
reins of the hockey league.
On January 15, Bettman, 62, was
recognized by the Jewish Theological
Seminary of America (JTS) with the
Louis Marshall Award – the ﬁrst time the
Conservative Movement institution has
bestowed the honour for “exemplary
ethics and communal commitment” on
a sports ﬁgure.
Sports fandom shares with religious
observance “a veneration of the past, a
profound appreciation of the present
and a devotion to the future,” Bettman
said at the JTS event. “Years may pass,
faces may change, but the commitment
to the cause endures.”
Bettman’s leadership – a “passion for
what he does and inspiring passion in
other people” – along with his strong
Jewish identiﬁcation, made him a
natural honoree, said the JTS executive
vice-chancellor, Marc Gary.
In 2013, Bettman experienced another

Congratulations
David Resnick
Rita C. Harper, Broker, Branch
Manager of Royal LePage Team
Realty in Kanata, is pleased to
congratulate David Resnick on celebrating 25 years of distinguished service with Royal LePage Team Realty.
David has been a consistent producer
over the course of his career and has achieved
many award designations, most importantly,
the prestigious “Lifetime Award of Excellence,”
demonstrating David’s commitment to
excellence.
Rita C. Harper wishes David continued success and invites his
past clients, friends and family to join in celebrating David’s
outstanding achievement.
David can be reached at 613-592-6400
or directly at 613-697-9980.
www.davidresnick.ca
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NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman (left) and Prime Minister Stephen Harper
watch the NHL All-Star Game in Ottawa, January 29, 2012.

ﬁrst with his visit to Israel, meeting
hockey players practising for the 19th
Maccabiah Games. He and his wife,
Shelli, along with several Jewish owners
of NHL teams, funded new sideboards
and protective glass to bring the Canada
Centre rink in Metula – one of the Jewish
Federation of Ottawa’s Partnership
2Gether communities in Northern Israel
– up to standard.
Of the experience, Bettman said, “It
was very special to see the Jewish world
come together in Metula.”
Being in Israel was “overwhelming,”
he said – not only spiritually, but also
grasping the country’s security concerns.
“It’s almost like you have to see it to
truly understand it. The analogy I came
back with was imagine that New York
and New Jersey are at war, and there’s no
Hudson River [between them],” Bettman
said.
Nor has harmony prevailed throughout Bettman’s NHL tenure, with the
2004-05 season cancelled by the league’s
lockout of players, the 1994-95 and
2012-13 seasons slashed from 82 regu-

lar-season games to 48 due to lockouts,
and a players’ strike occurring two
months after Bettman took over in 1993.
But the most recent union-management contract guarantees at least six
more complete seasons, attendance is up
and lucrative television deals in the
United States and Canada are in place.
The NHL’s annual revenue now stands at
$4 billion U.S., compared to $437 million
U.S. when Bettman became
commissioner.
As to the booing he regularly encounters in arenas, Bettman is blasé.
“You understand that, if you went out
and it was silent, it would be worse,” he
said, laughing. “Because passion is what
we’re all about.”
“It’s part of the sports landscape. It’s
nothing that any of us in these positions
takes personally.”
Toronto Maple Leafs owner Larry
Tanenbaum, who ﬁrst met Bettman
when the former sought to land an NBA
expansion franchise (Tanenbaum owns
the Toronto Raptors), said he recalled
See Bettman on page 5
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Bettman: Sports career
‘not something I planned’
Continued from page 4

thinking that Bettman was “smart as
can be, an excellent communicator
and very focused,” and he’s “certainly
sharpened those skills as commissioner
of the NHL.”
“He works for the beneﬁt of all 30
teams,” said Tanenbaum, who accompanied Bettman to Israel. “That’s what a
good commissioner does. It’s not an easy
job; it’s sometimes like herding cats.”
Jeffrey Vinik, owner of the Tampa
Bay Lightning, noted that hockey was
doing well.
“Financially, the owners, players and
everyone in the sport are certainly in a
better place than we were years ago,”
he said.
Vinik added, “I’ve learned a lot from
him about how to be a better owner.”
One of Bettman’s priorities is advancing the league’s charitable efforts,
including NHL Green, a pro-environment
program; Rock and Wrap It Up, which
has all 30 teams donating unsold prepared food from games to local shelters,
totalling 160,000 meals annually; and
Hockey is for Everyone, promoting youth
hockey.
“We believe that sports leagues and
teams are an opportunity to give back to

the community, do good works, but also
raise consciousness on a variety of
initiatives that are important,”
Bettman said.
He’s not sure he can trace that ethos to
his upbringing.
“I’m a function of everything I am and
I’ve experienced. Being a Jew who was
bar mitzvahed is part of it; being a Jew
whose family celebrates the important
holidays is part of it,” Bettman said.
“Somewhere in the depths of what
makes me is that component.”
Trained as a lawyer, Bettman began
working for a ﬁrm specializing in labour
issues, which involved dealings with the
NBA. He hardly aspired to work in the
sports world, however.
“Anybody who says they start out
determining this is going to be their
career needs to be severely medicated,”
he said. “The opportunities are limited.
This is not something I planned on.
“Obviously I had a background that
was suited to the opportunities that
presented themselves, but there was no
way to count on the fact that those
opportunities [would] actually happen,”
he said.
Back in 1981, when Stern brought him
to the NBA, the association’s ofﬁce

PHOTO: ANDREW D. BERNSTEIN/NHLI VIA GETTY IMAGES

NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman (left) presents Dustin Brown of the Los Angeles Kings with the
Stanley Cup at the Staples Center in Los Angeles, June 13, 2014.

consisted of just 25 employees, Bettman said. When he left for the NHL a
decade-plus later, more than 700 employees worked there.
Timing was everything, right at “the
transition of sports into big business, big
entertainment companies,” he said. “I
was fortunate enough to be there at a
time when sports leagues – as an enter-

tainment product and media companies
and marketing companies – were about
to evolve.
“We’ve gone through, for the last eight
or nine years, record-breaking seasons of
attendance and revenues. This is another
strong season. Our franchises have never
been more solid, our ownership never
stronger.”
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Join the Federation
marketing team; make a
difference by spreading
the good news stories
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STEVEN KIMMEL
CHAIR
“People inﬂuence people.
Nothing inﬂuences people more
than a recommendation
from a trusted friend.”
– Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook CEO

T

he Jewish Federation of Ottawa
is a ‘big business’ and, like any
big business, we strive to
continue improving our day-to-

There are so many
more agency partners
that may have touched you
in some way.
You are the best form
of advertising
that any business
could ask for.
Tell a friend, or go on social media and
share your positive experiences. You can
make a difference by spreading the good
news stories.

FROM THE
PULPIT

Passover and Purim:
Which will be the only
holiday celebrated after
the coming of the Messiah?

RABBI NORMAN KLEIN
TEMPLE ISRAEL

I

day operations.
One of the most successful marketing
strategies in any business is being
referred.
Years ago, this was only done by word
of mouth. Today, we have many avenues,
including various social media formats,
by which individuals recommend others
to support businesses they like. Those
who provide excellent attention to the
customer experience and the best value
to their consumers are the most referred.
Today, I am asking each of you to
consider joining the Jewish Federation of
Ottawa marketing team.

n a few weeks, in the Hebrew month
of Adar, we will celebrate the
uproarious holiday of Purim when
we joke about all the evils we
averted at the time of the evil Haman in
ancient Persia.
Then, in the month of Nisan when
Passover occurs, the family observance
of the seder reminds us that it is as if we
ourselves were slaves with our ancestors
in Egypt, and that now we are free,
thanks to the saving power of God.

While we get a pretty good crowd at
our Purim celebrations, it is the Passover
observances for which families try their
best to be together year after year. So,
which holiday do you think the rabbis
say will be the only holiday to be celebrated after the coming of the Messiah?
Not Passover, one of the three major
festivals or chagim, but Purim, a reputedly minor holiday whose basic text, the
Megillah of Esther, never mentions the
name of God! Any idea why?
Here is my suggestion. Purim is the
one holiday that sanctions frivolity. Not
only is it fun, but it is universally loved
and very nationalistic in tone. After all,
for once, the Jews, on the point of

LETTERS WELCOME
Letters to the Editor are welcome if they are brief, signed, timely, and of
interest to our readership. The Bulletin reserves the right to refuse, edit or
condense letters. The Mailbag column will be published as space permits.
Send your letters to Michael Regenstreif,
Ottawa Jewish Bulletin, 21 Nadolny Sachs Private, Ottawa, ON K2A 1R9.
Or by email to bulletin@ottawajewishbulletin.com

extinction by the machinations of a
vicious anti-Semite, were saved. A
triumph over persecutors and the
downfall of the archetype of antiSemitism, Haman, is nothing to be
sneezed at!
Through the observance of Purim
each year, we, as a people, renewed our
faith in God as the saviour. Come the
Messiah, God’s redemption will be
accomplished. Hence, the occurrence
and celebration of being saved by God
will be perpetual.
So what about Passover? Is it to be
relegated to a lesser status? No! Not until
the coming of the Messiah. Each year,
we come together as families at home
on the ﬁrst night, and as a community,
to celebrate the ancient redemption
from slavery in Egypt, and to remind
us of the importance of being God’s
agent in promoting freedom throughout our world.
Until the coming of the Messianic Age,
Passover will continue to be that very
special week in which we may grumble
about eating only matzo and no
leavened food, but where we glory in the
miracles God has wrought for us, which
keep us alive as a people to this day.
B’Shalom, Rabbi Norman Klein.

If you are reading this column,
chances are you are a subscriber to the
Ottawa Jewish Bulletin. Tell your family
and friends about why you subscribe,
encourage them to consider subscribing.
If you have a child or grandchild – or
even a great-grandchild – in any of our
local Jewish day or supplementary
schools, share the stories about the
importance of Jewish education and the
excellent quality of education provided
in these schools.
Many of you have personally experienced the tremendous care that Hillel
Lodge provides to senior members of our
community. Call a friend and tell them!
If you are one of the hundreds who
attended the community Havdalah
service at the Soloway Jewish
Community Centre, share the experience with someone who did not go, so
they will consider joining in next time.
There are so many more agency
partners that may have touched you in
some way. You are the best form of
advertising that any business could ask
for.
The future growth of our community
is dependent on the strength of our
agencies.
Please be a part of our marketing team
and use your inﬂuence.
Am Yisrael Chai – B’shalom.
As always, if you have any comments
or questions, please feel free to contact
me at skimmel@westboroﬂooring.com.
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MICHAEL REGENSTREIF

F

IDEAS AND
IMPRESSIONS

or years, I’ve been bothered
whenever I’ve seen mainstream
media reporters or anchors use the
word “militant” rather than
“terrorist.” Boko Haram can massacre
thousands of innocent civilians in a single
day in Nigeria and be described as a
“militant” group on The National because
CBC policy apparently forbids using the
word “terrorist.”
Canada is a bilingual country and, with
our leaders often switching back and forth
between French and English, it’s not
unusual to hear them use words from
one language while speaking the other –
particularly when they are speaking their
second language.
Case in point is the word “militant.”
While an anglophone might understand
that it has become a media code word for

JASON MOSCOVITZ

T

here is general agreement that
last month’s attacks in Paris were
a turning point toward a revised
understanding of terrorism – an
understanding that is not very promising
for the foreseeable future.
With the string of lone wolf attacks
recently, you might think they were just
being committed by a few deranged,
attention-seeking people who would do
anything to satisfy their ideology or
justify their cause. And with a lone wolf
attack, you are easily lulled into thinking
that, because it lacks organization, it also
lacks the sting of being something to fear
endemically.
I originally wrote my previous column
(January 26) before the Paris attacks and

It’s time for the media to refer
to terrorists as terrorists
“terrorist,” to a francophone, a militant is
simply an activist. It’s common to hear
Quebec politicians – at the federal,
provincial and municipal levels – whether
speaking in French or in English, describe
their party activists as “militants,” or to
hear references to “union militants” or
“environmental militants.” And, in a
country where many francophones work
in English-language media, I’ve heard
organizations like Physicians for a
Smoke-Free Canada referred to as “a
militant group.”
Yes, in Canada, you can hear the same
word used to describe both mass murderers and doctors who want to prevent the
many thousands of deaths per year in this
country that result from tobacco use.
I’m writing this on January 30, just as
this issue of the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin is
about to go to press. Earlier today, as I
drank my morning coffee, I read an article,
“The language of terrorism,” by Dylan
Robertson in the Ottawa Citizen, which
discussed how politicians and other
policy-makers use terms such as “jihad,”
“Islamist” and “war” to manipulate
debate around terrorism policy.
In the article, Robertson – a young
journalist on a year-long fellowship that

has him assigned to the Citizen’s parliamentary bureau for six months before
moving on to the Calgary Herald for
another six months – offered a description
of what Hamas is all about.
“Hamas is a powerful Palestinian
political party with a militant wing that
Canada and other countries deem a
terrorist group,” he explained.
It sounds so benign to see Hamas
described as “a political party with a
militant wing.”
But it’s not benign at all, and it bothers
me to see the same word used to describe
a Hamas suicide bomber out to kill as
many children on as possible on a school
bus in Israel and an NDP campaigner
knocking on doors in Outremont trying to
get Tom Mulcair re-elected.
To be clear, Hamas – which seized
control of Gaza in 2007 in what was essentially a Palestinian civil war with Fatah –
is, despite the vagueness of the Citizen
article, a terrorist organization and has
long been recognized as such by Canada.
And it was not Prime Minister Stephen
Harper’s Conservative government that
designated Hamas a terrorist organization. It was then-prime minister Jean
Chrétien’s Liberal government back in

Paris was a turning point in
our understanding of terrorism
began by saying the extent of anti-Semitism in Great Britain shocked me because
it surprised me. However, after the Paris
attacks, I changed the ﬁrst paragraph to
state the exact opposite. Growing evidence indicated how terrorist attacks,
random attacks and targeted attacks on
Jews in Europe were on the rise. Paris
brought it all home.
Paris changed everything, as did recent
arrests of suspected terrorists in Belgium.
We now know what authorities have
probably known for years and what many
of us may have surmised as well but tried
so hard to minimize. Denial is a safe
haven from fear.
We now know there are active, welltrained, well-armed jihadi terrorist cells
operating in Europe, likely in several
countries. The cache of machine guns and
ammunition found in France was staggering. The backgrounds of the terrorists and
their travels through the home base of
terrorist thinking and training in the
Middle East was the clincher.
Men and women with European
passports come and go, fermenting their
terror, then bringing it home with them.
And make no mistake about it. Whether

it is France, Britain, Germany or Belgium,
it is home for these people. It is where
most of them were born and raised.
It is sometimes where they are imprisoned for planning terrorist acts and it is in
prison where these European nationals
often become even more radicalized.
As recent news coverage reminded us,
10 per cent of France’s population is
Muslim. By any demographic measure,
that is a lot of people, and it raises a
question I have had since cafés and buses
were regularly blown up in Israel in the
1990s. What percentage of the Muslim
population is actually willing to martyr
themselves for their cause? Those
numbers are not often, if ever, put
forward.
Here is one possible way to try to
understand the numbers. There are an
estimated 1.5 billion Muslims in the
world. If one per cent is radicalized, that
represents 15 million people. If it is only
one-half of one per cent, it is seven
million. If a measly 10th of one per cent is
radicalized, it is still 1.5 million people
ready and willing to do jihad. There could
be more than we ever imagined.
After the attacks in Paris, many
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2002 – ﬁve years before Hamas seized
power in Gaza – which made that
designation.
Hamas is not about electoral politics. It
is about suicide bombings, kidnappings
and seemingly endless rocket barrages
aimed at civilian communities. It’s not a
political party. It’s a terrorist organization
whose covenant calls for an Islamic state
encompassing all of Gaza, the West Bank
and Israel. It’s a terrorist organization
whose covenant both denies the Holocaust and advocates genocide against Jews.
Words matter and in these times when
terrorist attacks – whether against
children in Sderot; cartoonists, Jews and
police in Paris; villagers in Nigeria;
stockbrokers and ﬁremen in New York
City; or whomever wherever – have
become much too commonplace, it is
time for the mainstream media to start
referring to terrorists as terrorists.

THE BULLETIN ONLINE
For the past 15 months, we have been
much more than our print edition
published 19 times per year. Our website
– www.ottawajewishbulletin.com – is
updated (almost) every day, often several
times per day, with breaking news, feature
and bonus content from Ottawa, Israel
and around the Jewish world, most of
which is not published in the print
edition. Be sure to check the site often and
like us on Facebook to get site updates in
your newsfeed.

Muslims expressed their sympathy as
they marched in solidarity with millions
of other French citizens. On that special
Sunday in Paris, those Muslims were not
silent, and it was good to know they were
there. But how often do Muslims not
speak out against acts of terror?
I recently read a commentary published
in 2007 on the Israeli Arutz Sheva site that
was written by Paul E. Marek, a Canadian
whose grandparents ﬂed pre-war
Czechoslovakia. His take is the number of
peace-loving Muslims is irrelevant
because, in his view, the fanatics rule
Islam at this moment in history.
He says at ﬁrst the Nazis were a
minority but that the silent majority of
essentially similar peaceful loving people
enjoyed the return of German pride and
silently sat back and watched until it was
too late.
He says the same happened when the
Communists took over in Russia and
China and tens of millions of Russian and
Chinese civilians were killed in waves of
terror. He asserts that, in both cases, the
peaceful majority became irrelevant
because they allowed themselves to be
overtaken by atrocity in the name of
ideology.
So, while it is hard to get a ﬁx on what
is involved to overcome the recent waves
of terrorism, if Marek is right, we should
be far more concerned with the near
deafening silence.
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KANATA -$319,000 MLS 937914
Beau fully maintained 3 bedroom, 2.5 bathroom link single on a
mature 32’x104’ lot. Renovated bathrooms and new hardwood
floors! Main level family room and a finished lower level too!
www.53Emeraldmeadows.com
BARRHAVEN -$335,000
Family approved three bedroom, 2.5 bathroom end unit freehold
townhome in a choice loca on! Hardwood floors, main level den,
fenced rear yard and much more! Highly recommended @
www.257Felicia.com
Bright three bedroom bungalow located on a dead end street in a
desirable neighborhood. Hardwood floors, fenced rear yard and
more! Highly recommended @ www.1915Bromley.com
ALTA VISTA - $479,000 MLS 934356
All brick four bedroom on a picturesque 60’x120’ lot. Endless
possibili es @ www.2176Altavista.com
WESTBORO -$619,000 MLS 937761
Charming three bedroom semi-bungalow on a 50’x100’ lot features a
renovated kitchen, updated shingles, furnace, windows + + +
A 2 minute walk to the river. www.276Atlan s.com
SANDY HILL -$ 639,000
Cap va ng two bedroom plus den condominium with large
entertainment-sized principal rooms. This historic home is one of a
kind with many updates! Flexible possession @
www.5-31Russell.com

Upgraded N-W facing 2 bedroom, 2 full bathroom condominium
boasts over 1,600 sq. . with 9’ ceilings! Immediate possession.
Private and peaceful @ www.1504-3580Rivergate.com
CENTREPOINTE—$669,000
Innova ve main level master bedroom floor plan provides easy
living on one level with addi onal bedrooms and a lo on the
second level. Fully finished lower level provides for many versa le
uses. Flexible possession @ www.14Palisade.com

CENTREPOINTE - $695,000
Desirable Minto built “Endico ” with a two minute walk from the
park! This well maintained, open concept floor plan oﬀers approx.
2,500 sq. . of living space plus a finished lower level. June
possession @ www.11Nortgate.com

JEFF GREENBERG
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
ROYAL LEPAGE TEAM REALTY
(613) 725-1171
www.jeﬀreygreenberg.com

Ottawa Jewish Community School receives
grant to purchase advanced technology
BY HEATHER GRAHAM
OTTAWA JEWISH COMMUNITY SCHOOL

T

he Ottawa Jewish Community School (OJCS)
has received a grant from the Jewish Federation
of Ottawa’s Fund for Innovative Capacity
Building to purchase leading edge technology
to enhance teaching and learning.
Head of School Marlene Wolinsky submitted a
funding application outlining how OJCS would use the
technology to improve student learning and achievement outcomes.
“Through integrated learning experiences made
possible with the use of technology, we want to build
capacity by providing students with opportunities to
examine problems and explore innovative solutions,
commonly known as STEM – science, technology,
engineering, math,” explained Wolinsky.
“There is also compelling long-term evidence that
student achievement can be improved through the
appropriate use of targeted digital resources. The
effective implementation of assistive technologies can
enhance literacy acquisition, mathematical understanding, ﬂexible and individualized learning experiences,
student engagement and independence.”
Plans are now underway to purchase a Brentford
PowerSync iPad cart, which has the capability to store,
sync and charge up to 30 iPads.
Through Apple Canada’s Professional Development
Program, OJCS teachers will soon receive digital training
on the use of educational apps to enrich students’

educational experiences and to provide expanded
learning opportunities in a collaborative technology-based environment.
To begin, the iPad Airs will be a shared resource
for students from Grades 4 to 8 during the initial
pilot stage.
As students become savvy at using their devices as
learning tools, classroom technology, including our
SMART Board technology, will become an invaluable
means to enhance student engagement, learning and
achievement. The innovative use of digital resources
will raise the bar in meeting the needs of all students at
OJCS, increasing opportunities for students to analyze,
synthesize and create as they develop essential skills in
critical thinking, problem solving, creativity, entrepreneurship, communication and collaboration.
Access and use of programs such as ModMath,
Inspiration, iReadWrite, Prizmo, Book Creator, Comic Life
and SMART Notebook will soon be common resources
for learning throughout the school, and students and
teachers will beneﬁt from a blended learning approach
of teacher-directed instruction and support paired with
technology-enhanced learning.
For more information on how to support your
child’s learning using iPad technology, or to book your
OJCS tour, contact student recruiter Andréa Black at
613-722-0020 or andrea.black@theojcs.ca.

HEADS UP
BARBER SHOP

W
O N
N PE

Bright 4 bedroom, 2.5 bathroom family home on a private 40’x125’
lot, steps to the village. This child friendly home features a gorgeous
kitchen overlooking the living/dining rooms and oﬀers a main level
family room, den/oﬃce and laundry facili es too!
www.450Roosevelt.com

Roslyn Brozovsky-Wollock
SJCC Adult Education & Cultural Programs manager
613-798-9818, ext. 254
rwollock@jccottawa.com

O

“5 Star” open concept two bedroom condominium with over 1,800
sq. . of luxurious living space! Two parking spaces! Concierge,
24-7 security, indoor pool and much more. Flexible possession @
www.1102-3580Rivergate.com

In response to Joel Kanigsberg’s letter (“JCC programs,”
January 26), I would ﬁrst like to acknowledge that the
majority of the Soloway Jewish Community Centre (SJCC)
adult programs are offered to a semi-retired and retired
demographic, whose preference is to participate in
programs during the day. However, over the past 10 years,
Judaic and general content courses have been offered
during the evening hours, with very little or no response.
Language classes and recreational programs, such as
drama, ballroom dance, guitar lessons, the SJCC Shiru
Lach Choir, and Yiddish Theatre rehearsals, are programs
that have enjoyed success during the evening.
In an effort to accommodate those who are unable to
attend daytime Jewish education and general education
classes, the SJCC is now offering a Jewish education class

that can be accessed through digital ﬁles.
The goal of the Adult Education Department is to
satisfy the interests of all SJCC members to the best of our
ability. We take great pride in the quality of our instructors
and the varied selection of thought-provoking, engaging
programs available to both members and non-members.
Those who would like to see more Judaic and general
education content programs available during the evening
are asked to please let us know. When it has been indicated that there is sufﬁcient interest, we will move forward
and make every effort to ensure those programs are put in
place.

Frank Olszynko will be happy to greet
his old & new friends & customers.
Proudly Serving Barrhaven
for over 17 years!
613-580-2473
@BarrhavenJan
facebook.com/BarrhavenJanHarder

www.JanHarder.com

SUPPORT A LANTZMAN!
2 Haircuts for the price of 1
With this coupon please
• Gents $15 • Seniors $13 • Kids $11 (taxes in)

2599 Carling Avenue | 613-720-7707
(near Richmond Rd.)
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JNF Tu Bi’shevat cool postcard campaign
This year, as part of JNF Ottawa’s Tu Bi’Shevat campaign,
students are being invited to send a message or draw a picture
of solidarity with our sister community in Halutza. JNF is
planting trees for security purposes in Halutza, the community
that borders Egypt in close proximity to Gaza. There are no
trees in this community and no separation between Israel and
the Egyptian border other than a barbed wire fence. The trees
will not only provide a visual barrier, they will also beautify
a community that has seen its share of war, destruction and
social upheaval. Children in Halutza will get a warm message
on our cool postcards. If you want to send your own message
of solidarity, call us to get postcards.

Israel’s Gidi Bashan visits Ottawa as part of Tu
Bi’Shevat Israel Education campaign
As part of JNF Canada’s annual Tu Bi’shevat campaign, we
are also delighted to offer Israeli-themed education to schools
and community organizations as a means of creating stronger
connections between Canada and Israel. This year, JNF Ottawa
is pleased to welcome JNF-KKL biologist, environmentalist
and educator Gidi (Gedalya) Bashan to Ottawa on February 12
and 13 as part of a Canada-wide tour.
Gidi has a bachelor’s degree in Biology from the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, a master’s degree in Geography and
History of Israel, has completed an Environmental Fellows
program, and is an authorized Bike Trail planner and builder.
From 1985 to the present, he has been with JNF serving as a
forest and community ranger for the Judean Hills and Low
Lands region. He is the founder and manager of the Sataf
Project, which focuses on the redevelopment and preservation
of traditional agriculture and the landscape in the Judean
hills. He was the first KKL bike trail builder and planner, an
authorized guide for groups of youth and adult volunteers, and
teaches biblical and traditional farming methods.
Gidi led the Bustan Hashalom (Peace Garden) in Sataf,
teaching traditional agriculture to participating Palestinian
and Israeli youth. He created the first “Arab bike trail” around
Ein Rafa village, involving local youth and riders in the process.

ConnectOTT networking event
for young professionals is about
‘building relationships’
BY MONIQUE ELLIOT

ConnectOTT (Connect Ottawa), a networking event
for young professionals, is a perfect opportunity for the
emerging generation to build relationships with their
peers, Jews and non-Jews alike, organizers say.
Last year’s inaugural ConnectOTT event was supported by the Jewish Federation of Ottawa’s Emerging
Generation division and helped to connect more than
200 young professionals with industry leaders in
business, ﬁnance, law and charity work, among other
industries.
An estimated 20 to 30 per cent of all attendees,
including young professionals and executives, were
Jewish, said ConnectOTT Co-chair Martin Kratky-Katz,
who also co-chaired last year.
This year, with the Federation no longer involved at
the organizational level, or as a sponsor, fewer Jewish
executives are participating, although kosher meal
options will be available on request. Kratky-Katz said
any and all changes were made as a result of the desire
to recruit “fresh faces,” feedback from attendees and the
available budget.
“When we started Connect Ottawa, the aim wasn’t to
create a Jewish-focused event,” said Kratky-Katz. “We
want to create an event that engages the best, the
brightest and the most ambitious, both among the young
professionals and among the executives. And, obviously,
the Jewish community has a very strong presence.”
Ben Sherman, a ConnectOTT committee member
tasked with executive recruitment, said this is a great
opportunity for young Jewish professionals to create
lasting relationships with the non-Jewish community.
“I think you would be hard pressed to ﬁnd an industry that’s exclusively represented by Jews,” Sherman
said via email. “ConnectOTT is about building relationships with other young professionals and accomplished
executives. This, whether directly or indirectly, can lead
to opportunity.”
Both Kratky-Katz and Sherman cited globalization as
a reason for bringing Jews and non-Jews closer as
advancements in travel and communication effectively
make the world “smaller.”
“In order to ensure a strong and prosperous future for
the local Jewish community, it is integral that the
emerging generation become entrenched within their
professional industry and alongside their peers,”
Sherman added. “Why limit our opportunities for
success?”

Athens Rugs Ltd.
HIGH QUALITY FLOORING

Carpet Hardwood Ceramic
Laminate Cork Vinyl

SAVE THE DATE – OCTOBER 15, 2015
for the JNF Ottawa Negev Dinner
Watch for upcoming ads in the Bulletin or sign up
for our eblasts to get the information first.
On a daily basis you can plant
trees for all occasions. An attractive card is sent to the recipient.
To order, call the JNF office
(613.798.2411).

ottawa.jnf.ca
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1365 Cyrville Road
613-741-4261
Since 1975

www.athensrugs.com
e: info@athensrugs.com

Kratky-Katz said participation of many young Jews in
ConnectOTT reﬂects the community’s involvement
with the city in various ways.
“I think inclusivity is very important in the future
strategy of cultivating the Jewish culture as we go
forward. Obviously times are changing very fast …
and I think it’s important to keep the doors open,”
he said.
This year, there will be an additional 30 executives
with whom young professionals can choose to network.
The table size has also been reduced to eight from 10,
which means there will be six attendees connecting with
two executives, maximizing networking time.
ConnectOTT will be held Thursday, March 12,
6:30 pm, at the Fairmont Château Laurier.
Visit www.connectott.com for further information or to
purchase tickets.

Proud to Serve You at City Hall
613-580-2751 • Michael.Qaqish@ottawa.ca

www.michaelqaqish.com

Join Heidi Pivnick

Jewish Heritage
River Cruise
July 29 to August 10, 2015

75% SOLD
Don’t be disappointed

Budapest
to Prague
2 nights Budapest
7-night Danube Cruise
3 nights Prague
Agency Voyages Anne Travel
TICO 50008970

Heidi
Pivnick
Luxury
Travel
& Cruise
Specialist

613-314-6953

heidipivnick@gmail.com

Breaking news at www.ottawajewishbulletin.com
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Chabad Student Network: Female students gathered at the Chabad Student Network house,
January 20, to prepare sushi for the residents of The Women’s Shelter, a haven for homeless
women in downtown Ottawa.

HAPPY
NEW
YEAR!
“I look
forward
to exceeding
“I
look
forward to exceeding
your
your
expectations.”
– Yudi Chein
expectations.” Yudi Chein

613-853-8024

Kosherchef@live.com
  menu

 
Sephardic
now available.

Youdon’t
don’thave
have to
to be
be rich
rich to
tokeep
keep kosher.
kosher
You
OTI students perform at Hillel Lodge: Musicians from Ottawa Torah Institute’s Grade 9 class
perform a concert for the residents of Hillel Lodge, January 25.
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Is it truly ‘Never Again (?)’

S

ix million – a ﬁgure that represents one-sixth of Canada’s
population or 12 times the
number of Jews who live in
Canada today.
Six million is a hard number to
imagine. Yet, while walking the train
tracks connecting Auschwitz-Birkenau
with most of Poland and surrounding
countries, you begin to understand the
magnitude of that number.
Seventy years after the last Jew died in
Auschwitz, it still has the markings of
those who were there. The ﬁngernail Star
of David etched into the cement wall of a
gas chamber, the mountains of conﬁscated briefcases and glasses, or the wall of
prosthetic limbs that were taken from
people who were already suffering.
You can see all the pictures in the
world, hear all the stories from the
survivors themselves, but nothing will
make you understand the magnitude of
the infamous Auschwitz death camp
without being there in person. Last April,
as a student on the March of the Living, I
was one of the witnesses.
The March was a spark for the passion
that is now in every single marcher who
walked out of those gates. The message
on everyone’s mind was “Never Again”.
However, to paraphrase Aaron Goldberg’s
message in his video, “Jewish Voices on
Campus,” recently many have begun to
put a parenthetical question mark at the
end of the aforementioned phrase,
“Never Again (?)”
Incidents in France and Belgium begin
to make the world forget what six million
died for. After you have stood over a
grave holding 40,000 people who were

TOMMY FRIEDLICH

GUEST COLUMN
killed simply because they were Jewish,
there is not a bone in your body that can
tolerate any sort of discrimination.
While some may make the comparison
between recent events and events of the
1930s, the biggest difference between
then and now is the existence of the State
of Israel. When the March of the Living
brought us from the death camps to
Israel, we had the luxury of doing what
our grandparents and great-grandparents
could not: escape the Nazis and move to
a place where all people, especially Jews,
are welcomed.
So, in light of recent events, will Jews
from around the world begin to migrate
to Israel? Answer: they already have!
In 2014, 10,000 more people immigrated to Israel compared to each of the
previous seven years. There have not
been as many people making Aliyah in
one year since 2002.
Anti-Semitism will never go away; it
will always be there. Seventy years after
the liberation of Auschwitz, Jews are still
being persecuted for being Jewish.
I can’t help but wonder if the world has
learned from its mistakes. Except this
time, we have a friend, and her name is
Israel.
Tommy Friedlich was a participant on
the March of the Living in 2014 and is a
member of the Ottawa March of the Living
Committee.

FREE

Ask about our FREE hearing aid trials.

Neil Fine 2130 Robertson Rd..

HearFine.com 613.709.3463

Please support
our advertisers
and tell them
you saw
their ad
in the
Ottawa Jewish
Bulletin.

Tommy Friedlich at Auschwitz during the 2014 March of the Living.

DID YOU KNOW?
The first site for the proposed Ottawa
Jewish Home for the Aged (later Hillel
Lodge) was not Wurtemburg Street but
Moffat’s Farm, a property consisting
of 8 acres located on a side road running
north and south between Highway 15
and 17 (near Britannia), about
one half mile outside city limits,
providing a picturesque view of
the Ottawa River. A dedication
ceremony actually took place
at that site on Sunday, June 30,
1957. When it was recognized that the site was not practical, the land was sold to
the National Capital Commission at a profit and property was purchased on
Wurtemburg Street.

February Home
Inspection Tip:
ELEVATED HOME INSPECTION
offers the following services:
| Pre-Purchase Home Inspections
| Pre-Listing or Pre-Sale Home Inspections
| Pre-Renovation Inspections
| Maintenance Inspections

Test your smoke and CO2
detectors monthly and
replace them every 10 years.
Batteries need to be replaced
every 6 months.
Visit us on the web
www.elevatedhomeinspection.ca

Michael Levitan, BID
|613|286-8925
elevatedhome@gmail.com
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Jerusalem police maintain constant vigilance
Police in Jerusalem are on continuous alert
in efforts to maintain order and prevent
terrorist incidents explains Micky Rosenfeld,
the instantly recognized Israel Police
spokesman. Lynda Taller-Wakter, JNF Ottawa
and Atlantic Canada executive director,
reports from Jerusalem.

J

erusalem, the cornerstone of world
religions, and frequently on the
precipice of a terror attack, is under
the constant watch of about 10 per
cent of Israel’s 29,000 police ofﬁcers
with fully geared special patrol units and
more than 300 closed circuit television
monitors – including a 360-degree
camera facing the Temple Mount –
according to Chief Inspector Micky
Rosenfeld, the Israel Police foreign press
spokesperson seen frequently on CNN
and other international media.
Rosenfeld escorted Jewish National
Fund staff through the Old City, January
15, during a JNF staff mission to Israel,
and described the atmosphere as “calm
but tense, where everything can change
very quickly for Jews, for tourists, for
everyone.”
Whether domestic issues,
stone-throwing incidents, or terrorism,
Rosenfeld said Jerusalem’s police force
attempts to prevent and eradicate

threats posed to people and to such high
proﬁle targets as the Western Wall,
Temple Mount and Church of the Holy
Sepulchre.
The Temple Mount, Rosenfeld
explained, receives visits by 20 to 30
Jewish Israelis, as well as 800 tourists
and 20,000 to 30,000 Muslims. Every
Thursday, the police evaluate security
intelligence for possible disturbances
during Friday prayers. But, he said,
festivals pose the highest degree of
challenge for stability in the Old City.
On the ﬁrst Friday of Ramadan, he said,
50,000 Muslims come to pray. Police
have to ensure a peaceful ﬂow of people,
security and crowd control.
“Prayers are at 12 [noon] and imagine
if 5,000 people are still needing to get to
their prayers,” he said.
The last Friday of Ramadan attracts
250,000 Muslims from the West Bank
and Gaza Strip so the focus is always on
the Temple Mount.

Temple Israel

An egalitarian Reform congregation

Jewish roots, contemporary values, egalitarian
Friday Kabbalat Shabbat Services, 6:15 pm.
Saturday Shabbat Services, 10:15 am.
Sunday, February 22: Books and Bagels,
Professor Fran Klodawsky will review Fields of Exile by Nora Gold.
Bagels, 9:30 am; review 10:00 am.
Books are available through the Ottawa Public Library and the
Greenberg Families Library at the SJCC. The Malca Pass Library
and the Temple Israel Library also carry some titles.

Norman Klein, Interim Rabbi
Steven H. Garten, Rabbi Emeritus
Heather Cohen, Executive Director
Sheli Braun, Principal, Religious School

1301 Prince of Wales Drive, Ottawa, ON K2C 1N2
Tel: 613-224-1802 Fax: 613-224-0707
www.templeisraelottawa.com

PHOTO: LYNDA TALLER-WAKTER

Police work to ensure a peaceful flow of people, security and crowd control at Jerusalem’s holy
sites explains Chief Inspector Micky Rosenfeld, the Israel Police foreign press spokesperson.

All of Jerusalem’s neighbourhoods
are patrolled, Rosenfeld explained. In
the Silwan area of East Jerusalem,
police are often petrol-bombed, and
there are usually four to ﬁve incidents
nightly. Still, he said, things are quieter,
with undercover units working all the
time and with a threefold strategy in
place.
First, he said, co-ordination is crucial.
For example, all visits to the Temple
Mount have to be co-ordinated with the
WAQF, the Jordanian-funded group of
Israeli Arab representatives that controls
Muslim property interests.
Second, in Silwan, the police work
closely with the community. He esti-

mates that 90 per cent of the residents
simply want to live peacefully while 10
per cent cause disturbances. These
individuals are mostly 15- to 18-year-olds
and are typically funded by extremists.
He said the police “make arrests almost
every night of some 18-year-old throwing
stones at them.”
Third, constancy of heightened
security with more than 200 police
dedicated to the Old City is another way
they attempt to prevent and monitor
incidents.
While they try to prevent attacks,
Rosenfeld said, “it’s hard to prevent
incidents of cars driving into people at
bus stops.”
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USE PROMO CODE: 201510- AND RECEIVE $10 OFF
Promo code expires February 28

Fun, Fitness & Adventure in Ottawa since 1990. Delivering 12 locations across Ottawa/Gatineau
Pre & Post camp care FREE
Spaces are limited so CALL TODAY!

Camp kadimah
Tennis Camps
6-14 yrs
March Break and
Summer Camps

Go Girl 8-13yrs

Sail & Serve Camp
8-14 yrs
Summer Camp

Survivor Camps
8-14 yrs
March Break and
Summer Camp

(Sailing & Tennis)

A fun, inclusive experience immersed in Jewish
values & authentic Maritime hospitality since 1943.
call (416) 634-3089

www.campkadimah.com



Mountain Bike
8-14yrs
Summer Camp

(girls only)

March Break and
Summer Camps
(Mind, Body & Spirit)

(Physical, Mental Challenges)

Amazing Race 8-14 yrs
(Diversity, Education
& Understanding)

For more info and to sign up, call 613-723-1101
or visit www.nationalkidscamps.com
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SU M M ER CA N BE .. .

CAMP CAN-AQUA

Located nea
Bancroft, O r
2.5 Hours N
from Ottawa

Boys & Girls Ages 7-16

WAKEBOARD/ W
ATERsKI
MOUNTAIN BIKING
WOOD WORKING AND SO MUCH MOR
E!

TURNBULL
SUMMER LEARNING
(SBEFTUPt+VMZ"VHVTU

Summer at Turnbull Offers
Something for Everyone
A wide variety of programmes to choose from:
t 4LJMM#VJMEFSTGPS
29 successful summers of
academics and recreation
t-BOHVBHF"SUT
t.BUI
t'SFODI
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'PSGVSUIFSJOGPSNBUJPO QMFBTFDBMM 613-729-9940 
PSWJTJUPVSXFCTJUF www.turnbull.ca
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Temple Israel’s
Books and Bagels
set to resume

15

Send a card that is as personalized as the message it carries

BY ANNE ALPER
FOR TEMPLE ISRAEL

T

emple Israel’s Books and Bagels program
continues with four sessions in the coming
months.
Each session takes place on Sunday morning
and begins with a bagel breakfast at 9:30 am, followed
by a book review and discussion.
All sessions are held at Temple Israel, 1301 Prince of
Wales Drive, and pre-registration is not required.
There is no charge, but a voluntary donation to cover
the cost of breakfast is appreciated.
February 22 – Fran
Kladowsky, a professor of
geography and environmental studies at Carleton
University, will review
Fields of Exile by Nora
Gold.
In this novel, Judith, a
Canadian woman who
has lived in Israel for a
decade, returns to Toronto
and enters graduate
school where she discovers that viliﬁcation of
Israel has become the
norm on campus. The
book raises difﬁcult questions about the intersection of
anti-Zionism and antiSemitism in our universities.
March 29 – Rabbi
Norman Klein, Temple
Israel’s interim rabbi, will
review The World to Come
by Dara Horn, a story
about the theft of a Marc
Chagall painting from a
museum by a thief who is
convinced the painting
once hung in his parents’
living room.
The story centres on his
family’s startling history
from an orphanage in
Soviet Russia where
Chagall taught to suburban New Jersey and the jungles of Vietnam.
April 19 – Paul Wiens, who was the university
librarian at Queen’s University, will review The Invisible
City by Julia Dahl, a fascinating mystery about a young
tabloid reporter who is drawn into her estranged
mother’s world where she is assigned to cover the
murder of a Chasidic woman in New York City.
May 3 – Rabbi Steven Garten, Temple Israel’s rabbi
emeritus, will review Future Tense: Jews, Judaism and
Israel in the Twenty-First Century by Rabbi Jonathan
Sacks, the former chief rabbi of the United Kingdom.
This book delivers a powerful message of tikkun olam
using Judaism as a blueprint for repairing an imperfect
world.
For more information, contact Shayla Mindell at
shaylamindell@rogers.com or 613-594-4556.

These cards are a special production from participant artists in the Tamir Visual Arts program and are an
excellent way to recognize a special occasion or as a thoughtful way to express sympathy or your thanks.
Not only will you stay connected with friends and loved ones but you will also be supporting important
programs at Tamir, whether you are sending one across town or across the country.

Visit www.tamir.ca to place your order or call 613-725-3519 x 112.
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In support of the Bess and Moe Greenberg Family Hillel Lodge
In the Joseph and Inez Zelikovitz Long Term Care Centre

613-728-3990
Card Donations
Card donations go a long way to improving
the quality of life for our residents. Thank you
for considering their needs and contributing to
their well-being.
On behalf of the residents and their families, we extend sincere appreciation to the
following individuals and families who made
card donations to the Hillel Lodge Long-Term
Care Foundation from January 7 to 21, 2015
inclusive.

HONOUR FUNDS
Unlike a bequest or gift of life insurance,
which are realized some time in the future, a
named Honour Fund (i.e., endowment fund)
is established during your lifetime.
By making a contribution of $1,000 or
more, you can create a permanent remembrance
for a loved one, honour a family member,
declare what the Lodge has meant to you and/
or support a cause that you believe in.
A Hillel Lodge Honour Fund is a permanent pool of capital that earns interest or
income each year. This income then supports
the priorities designated by you, the donor.

Ruth and Irving Aaron
Family Fund
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by Ruth and Irving Aaron
In Honour of:
Esther and Irving Kulik Mazal tov on
the birth of Jason James Levy with love by
Ruth and Irving Aaron
R’fuah Shlema:
Judith Weinman by Ruth and Irving
Aaron
Bill and Leona Adler
Memorial Fund:
In Memory of:
Helen Zawalsky by Marilyn Adler
Ruth Kizell by Marilyn Adler
Friedberg and Dale
Families Fund
In Honour of:
Zischa and Lauren Shaps Mazal tov
on the birth of your grandson, son of Adina
and Eliyahu by Elaine Friedberg, Bob and
Jonathan Dale
Aklilu Afowerk Mazal tov on receiving the Governor General Award by Elaine

Friedberg and Bob Dale
Barry and Marcia Cantor Mazal tov
on the birth of your grandson, son of David
and Brittany by Elaine Friedberg and Bob
Dale
Malcolm and Vera Glube
Endowment Fund
In Memory of:
Joe Feller by Malcolm and Vera Glube
Nell Gluck Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Anna Mintsioulis-Stavrakaki by
Manny and Cheryle Gluck
In Honour of:
Yitzhak and Dr. Iris Aptowitzer
Mazal tov on the birth of your first grandson by Henry and Maureen Molot
Evelyn and Irving Greenberg Fund
In Memory of:
Leon Katz by Evelyn Greenberg
Gunner Family Fund
In Memory of:
Leon Katz by Sol and Estelle Gunner
In Honour of:
Laizer and Sophie Kaminsky Mazal
tov on the birth of your granddaughter by
Sol and Estelle Gunner
David, Harvey, Victor Kardish
Family Fund
In Memory of:
Mickey Finkelstein by Sheryl and
Harvey Kardish
Mother of Margie Kardish by Sheryl,
Harvey, Mallory and Ryan Kardish
In Honour of:
Lisa Fisher and Sid Woznicka In
honour of Nikki’s engagement to David by
Sheryl, Harvey, Mallory and Ryan Kardish
Harold and Lillian Shoihet
Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Leon Katz by David Shoihet
In Honour of:
Eric and Claire Wilner Mazal tov on
the bith of your granddaughter Miriam

Ruth by Dovid Shoihet
Rabbi Reuven and Mrs. Bulka Mazal
tov on the birth of your great-grandson by
Dovid Shoihet
Stella and Norman Torontow
Family Fund
In Memory of:
Joe Feller by Stella and Norman
Torontow
Milton and Mary (Terry) Viner
Family Fund
In Memory of:
Libby Loomer by Millie, Fran and
Stephen Schaenfield
**************
Feeding Program
In Honour of:
Hartley Stern Happy special birthday
with love by David and Sharon Appotive
and family
Enid and Karl Brot Mazal tov on the
birth of your granddaughter Ava with love
by David, Sharon, Ryan, Yoni, Jay and
Brody Appotive
Elissa Lieff and David Resnick Mazal
tov on your 30th wedding anniversary by
Barbara and Steve Levinson
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by Sharon and David
Appotive
Helen Zawalsky by Sally Matook and
family

**************
IN HONOUR OF:
Ed Cherry Happy 70th birthday with
love by Louise and Lorne Rachlis
Trudy Wiseman Happy special birthday by Roz and Steve Fremeth
IN MEMORY OF:
Ruth Kizell by Pam Beiles and family
Helen Zawalsky by the Residents,
Board and Staff of Hillel Lodge; by Ferne
and Stuart Winick; by Ron and Joodi
Pollock; by Elyse and Simor Gelman; by
Sharon and Steve Edwards; by Irene and
Dave Silverman; by Ingrid Levitz and
family; by Joanne Egan; and by Adam
Greenberg’s Colleagues at CCIAD; Paul
Wisner by Agnes and Tibor Schatteles
Burton Cook by Susan and Charles
Schwartzman and family
Leon Katz by Susan and Charles
Schwartzman
Hyman Smith by Susan and Charles
Schwartzman

Hillel Lodge is always
in need of volunteers.
If you are interested in volunteering
at the Lodge with our residents,
please contact Marilyn Adler,
Recreation Manager,
at 613-728-3900, ext. 121.

REMINDER: We no longer accept American Express. Sorry for any inconvenience this may cause.
THE LODGE EXPRESSES ITS SINCERE APPRECIATION FOR YOUR KIND SUPPORT
AND APOLOGIZES FOR ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS. DUE TO SPACE LIMITATIONS, THE WORDING APPEARING
IN THE BULLETIN IS NOT NECESSARILY THE WORDING WHICH APPEARED ON THE CARD.

GIVING IS RECEIVING – ATTRACTIVE CARDS AVAILABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Here’s a good opportunity to recognize an event or convey the appropriate sentiment to someone important to you and at the same time support the Lodge. Card orders may be given to Bev at
613-728-3990, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Thursday, 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Friday. You may also e-mail your orders to donations@hillel-ltc.com or online donations can be made through our
website: www.hillel-ltc.com. All orders must include name, address, postal code, and any message to person receiving the card; and, amount of donation, name, address and postal code of the person
making the donation. Cards may be paid for by Visa, Mastercard, Cheque or Cash. Contributions are tax deductible.
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Is ‘#JeSuisCharlie’ a fad that makes the complacent complicit?

A

re we Charlie? Or are we not Charlie?
With apologies to Hamlet, is that really
the question that should preoccupy us in
the wake of the terrorist murders at Charlie

Hebdo?
After Islamist terrorists killed 12 people at the satirical
newspaper, the media and Twitterverse were ﬂooded
with pronouncements – complete with a striking
white-on-black graphic – of “Je suis Charlie.”
It started on the Charlie Hebdo website, and, within
two days of the attack, it became one of the most
popular hashtags in Twitter history. The phrase soon
showed up in music, cartoons, signs and T-shirts –
sported by Hollywood celebrities, of course – and even
became the name of a town square in France.
It may have started as a powerful and sincere expression of sympathy and solidarity with the victims, and
perhaps even a stand against violence. But to be Charlie
soon became a rallying cry for freedom of expression, as
well as the cause-du-jour of hand-wringing journalists.
Not surprisingly, it was soon followed by a wave of “Je
ne suis pas Charlie” afﬁrmations. This camp included
Muslims who accused Charlie Hebdo of racism, and
journalists such as David Brooks of the New York Times,
who argued that the publication’s offensive humour
would be considered hate speech on any university
campus in North America.
Rex Murphy wrote a brilliant piece in the National
Post, pointing out the hypocrisy of North Americans
who rush to identify with Charlie while banning free
speech in the name of political correctness, especially
on college campuses.
And the ubiquitous Noam Chomsky argued that the
Paris attack paled in comparison to “crimes” by NATO,
the U.S. and Israel.

BARBARA CROOK

MY ISRAEL

But, whatever the merits or follies of these arguments,
focusing the debate on freedom of expression and
attacks on journalists is a very convenient way to
sidestep the real issue – namely, these were terrorist
attacks by Islamist terrorists.
The terrorist murderers in Paris were acting from
some warped ideology that fuels the barbarous beheadings by ISIS thugs, and that poisoned the minds of the
murderers of Canadian soldiers Patrice Vincent in
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu and Nathan Cirillo in Ottawa
last October.
Just as apologists for political correctness tried to
blame the Canadian attacks on mental illness rather
than Islamist fanaticism, the whole Charlie/not Charlie
debate keeps the “T-word” out of polite conversation.
As Murphy puts it, “Can those who refuse to say the
word “terrorism” after a terrorist act now claim they are
Charlie Hebdo?”
And the second wave of the Paris attacks had nothing
to do with cartoons, caricatures or crusading journalists.
Another Islamist terrorist, inspired by his friends’
bloody actions, slaughtered four Jews preparing for
Shabbat at a kosher supermarket.
But there have been no chants of “I am Yoav.” Or
Yohan, Philippe, or François-Michel, just as there have
been no cute slogans or viral public outcry over the

How to ﬁnd your passion for ﬁtness

W

hen I’m passionate about the information or
ideas I want to share, the words seem to
ﬂow effortlessly from my brain through my
ﬁngertips onto my keyboard. When I’m
engaging in exercise, I typically feel that same level of
passion.
Yet, there are days when I ﬁnd myself going through
the motions, moving from one exercise machine to
another and not really putting in a full effort.
Once I recognize and acknowledge that I’ve hit my
boredom threshold, I consciously make a plan to modify
my routine. Last month, for example, I decided to add
some higher-intensity exercises to my workout. Instead of
basic squats, I added single-arm and then alternating-arm
kettlebell swings using an 8-kg kettlebell. I also did several
sets of jump-squats and jumping knee-tucks.
Those changes to my routine engaged my muscles in
different ways and gave me an excellent cardio workout.
My heart was pumping and I was out of breath. I also felt
excited as I exercised. Two days later, my lower-body
muscles were still sore – not pain like when you injure
yourself, but the kind of soreness that is your body’s way
of healing at a microscopic level and saying “thank you”
for the challenge.
If you ﬁnd yourself stuck in a rut with your exercise
routine, if you’re physically present but emotionally
bankrupt, it’s time to make some changes. Showing up is
the ﬁrst step. I commend you for that. Most people never
go to ﬁtness classes or the gym or even for a walk. But

GLORIA SCHWARTZ

FOCUS ON
FITNESS
showing up is not always enough. If you want to get the
maximum beneﬁts out of your workout, you have to put
in a full effort. You have to be willing to sweat and feel
your heart pumping, to move in new ways and exhaust
your muscles. If showing up is the ﬁrst step, what are the
next steps?
Find what you love. If you’re not motivated by your
current exercise program, class or activity, or you’re not
involved in any exercise at present, take a stroll down
memory lane. Was there a sport you enjoyed in your
youth? How did it make you feel? Why did you stop doing
it? What would it take to revisit the sport?
Think back to the time in your life when running
around, skipping, playing hopscotch or dodgeball were
things you did for fun. You can enjoy those same pleasurable feelings as an adult. Exercise doesn’t have to be
drudgery. Find things that ﬁll you with joy. Do you see
other people doing activities that look like fun? Approach
them and ask how to get started. Most people are thrilled
when others seek their advice.

terrorist murders of more than 1,500 Israelis killed for
the crime of being Jews or living in the Jewish state.
Yoav Hattab, 21, was studying in Paris and had just
returned from a Birthright trip to Israel. Student Yohan
Cohen, 20, was reportedly killed while saving the life
of a three-year-old in the store. Philippe Braham, 45,
was a computer engineer and father of four. FrançoisMichel Saada, 64, was a pension fund manager and
father of two.
The hashtag #JeSuisJuif was popular on Twitter after
the supermarket murders, and there is even one called
#JeSuisAhmed in tribute to Ahmed Merabet, the
Muslim police ofﬁcer killed in the Charlie Hebdo
shootings.
There is nothing wrong with honouring or trying to
identify with Jewish and non-Jewish victims of terror
attacks, including those at Charlie Hebdo. And it’s great
if the kosher supermarket murders make more people
wear their Jewishness as a badge of honour.
But, sadly, these campaigns and slogans lack the
staying power of the terror and hatred that make victims
out of innocent people.
And shows of solidarity mean nothing when they
include the likes of Palestinian Authority President
Mahmoud Abbas. One of the most disturbing photos of
the solidarity march by “world leaders” in Paris after the
attacks showed Abbas, master of inciting and rewarding
terrorists, grinning like a jackal among the sombre
ﬁgures in the front row.
For him, it was just another photo-op and a chance to
play statesman.
If we refuse to call Islamist terror by its real name
while legitimizing those who promote it, #JeSuisCharlie
is nothing but a fad that ultimately makes the complacent complicit in allowing the bad guys to win.
Face your fears. Do you avoid certain situations because
you’re afraid you’ll look foolish, weak or incompetent?
Maybe you haven’t tried a Zumba aerobic dance-oriented
class because you’re unco-ordinated. Or perhaps you
haven’t tried weightlifting because you assume everyone
at the gym is uber-ﬁt and you feel embarrassed about
your appearance.
If you let your fear dictate your behaviour, you’ll lose
out on many opportunities. You owe it to yourself to push
yourself out of your comfort zone and at least try some
new experiences. But, instead of jumping into the deep
end unprepared, put some lifesavers in place. Inform the
class instructor that you’re new and a bit unsure; he’ll
reassure you and soon you’ll be dancing to your heart’s
content. Hire a personal trainer so when you do go to the
gym, you’ll know what to do. And try something at least a
few times before you make up your mind. Try different
instructors or different types of classes. Take a chance.
Make a change. These small risks have the potential for
big payoffs.
Finding the perfect ﬁt for exercise may require exploring options and widening your deﬁnition of what’s
suitable for you. It’s not all that different from ﬁnding the
right job or partner. You can build upon your current
interests and preferences or expand your horizons with
something completely new. Don’t let tunnel vision
obscure your view. Don’t let others dissuade you with
stereotypes and negative thoughts. Bowling, gardening,
skating – there are an inﬁnite number of ways to stimulate
your appetite for ﬁtness. Be open-minded and you might
be surprised by what you become passionate about.

Breaking news at www.ottawajewishbulletin.com
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Aspiring writer ﬁnds his voice in Soviet Brooklyn
A Replacement Life
By Boris Fishman
Harper
336 pages

S

lava Gelman wants to be two
things: an American and a
writer. And he’s pretty sure
he doesn’t want to be what he
is: a 25-year-old, Brooklyn-raised,
Russian-born, child of Jewish
émigrés from the former Soviet
Union.
So the conﬂicted hero of Boris
Fishman’s A Replacement Life lives
uneasily in Manhattan and toils in
the sweatshops of a venerable and
very goyishe magazine.
But, with the death of his beloved
grandmother, Slava is drawn back
into the vortex of “Soviet Brooklyn.”
Just before she died, it seems Slava’s bubby received a
letter from the Conference on Jewish Material Claims
Against Germany. As a survivor of the Minsk Ghetto, she
may qualify for restitution from the German
Government, if she can submit a veriﬁable narrative of
her experiences.

Slava’s grandfather Yevgeny, an
old rascal who has spent his life
navigating the ragged edges of the
criminal world, persuades Slava to
help him with one last scam: to
forge a restitution claim in his
grandmother’s name.
Slava reluctantly agrees, partly
because he feels sorry for the old
man and partly because he misses
his grandmother so much. So Slava
creates an affecting tale of survival
in the Ghetto, of escape from the
Nazis, and of joining a band of
Partisans.
Soon, seemingly every Jew in
Brooklyn knows what Slava is up to
and they all want him to create
stories so they can get in on the
restitutions too. Slava knows full
well there will be consequences, but
on ﬁre with a true writer’s passion for the ﬁrst time in
his life, he keeps digging himself deeper and deeper.
A Replacement Life is a wonderful book: warm,
good-hearted, witty, tremendously clever and dense
with Russian literary allusion, from Crime and
Punishment to The Master and Margarita.

Practising Tikkun Olam

Students at OJCS have
many opportuni es to show
how they respect and care
for the world around them.
Our Character Educa on program
highlights a diﬀerent trait each month
and allows our students to experience
firsthand what it means
to be a “mensch”.
Their involvement with Plan Canada’s
Because I Am a Girl, Mitzvah Day, Hillel Lodge,
WE Day, and Partnership2gether exemplifies
how students make a diﬀerence in the
broader Jewish and global communi es.
OJCS is dedicated to developing
respec ul ci zens and future leaders
through character educa on,
as well as upholding Jewish beliefs,
values, and customs.

ANGUS SMITH

BOOK REVIEW
But the literary play is really just a sideline in a story
that is really about Jewish memory and the Jewish heart.
Fishman writes gently and affectingly about the
denizens of Soviet Brooklyn, and their lives.
But, rather than becoming American, they have really
just brought the old world with them. They eat the same
food, argue about the same things and live in the same
apartments crammed full of ornate, over-upholstered
furniture.
They have survived so much, these middle-aged and
elderly émigré Jews, only to ﬁnd themselves, at the end
of their lives, in neither one place nor the other.
There is a deep vein of melancholy running through A
Replacement Life; a long meditation on the hole that lies
at the heart of the Jewish past.
The novel’s story-within-a-story – Slava’s forged
narratives – turns on the fact that the initial fate of the
Jews of Nazi-occupied U.S.S.R., like the fate of the Jews
of Poland, played itself out long before the Final
Solution was industrialized at places like Treblinka,
Belzec and Auschwitz.
For those Jews, there were no memorials, no monuments; just the terror of the Einsatzgruppen, their local
collaborators, and mass graves, deep in the birch forests
and ravines of Belorussia and Ukraine.
“You know what we came back to after the war?”
Yevgeny roars at a reluctant Slava, “Tomatoes the size of
your head. They’d fertilized them with human ash. You
follow?”
For Slava, this tortured history is all mixed up with his
grandmother. Utterly sheltered from her real past by her
enveloping love, the narrative that Slava pieces together
about her life, and about the lives of other aging Soviet
Jews, becomes his way of remembering her, of keeping
her close.
When he lets go of the facts and lets his imagination
take over, the replacement lives Slava constructs
become much closer to the truth than anything he could
actually document. His replacements are, in the end,
less about individual lives than an extended meditation
on survival in the depths of the Shoah.
What Slava creates is a kind of Golem of paper and
ink. But that doesn’t make it any less real. Israel
Abramson, Slava’s ancient literary mentor who haunts
the synagogues and kosher food banks of Brooklyn in
the remnants of his wartime Red Army uniform, assures
him, “It’s good Slava … it’s got that silence of ours. That
terrible Russian silence that the Americans don’t
understand.”
It’s not just a Russian silence, this replacement life;
it’s a Jewish silence too. It’s a silence that comes from
contemplating the places in between, of trying to
reconstruct memory where there is almost no possibility of memory.
In the end, Slava doesn’t so much replace life as
restore it: to his grandmother, to his zeyde and to his
zeyde’s aging cronies. There are consequences, of
course. An investigator from the Claims Conference is
wise to the scam and is closing in. But Slava, the aspiring
American writer, has found his true voice as a curator of
Jewish memory. For all his reluctance, it is a voice both
clear and true.
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foundation donations

| Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation

Our future is in your hands
To make a donation
and/or send a tribute card,
call the Foundation office
(613-798-4696 ext. 274)
e-mail: tributecards@ojcf.ca
website: www.OJCF.ca

Join us in building our community
by supporting these local agencies
GREENBERG FAMILIES LIBRARY FUND
Good Wishes to:
Estelle Backman on her retirement by Estelle
and Sol Gunner.
OTTAWA JEWISH
COMMUNITY SCHOOL PARENT FUND
In Appreciation to:
Lisa Miller by Richard Roth, on behalf of
the Board of Directors for The Ottawa Jewish
Community Foundation.
PINCHAS ZUKERMAN
MUSIC EDUCATION FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Eric Elkin by George and Elaine Citrome.
Retirement Wishes to:
Eric Elkin by George and Elaine Citrome.
SHIRLEY AND SHIER BERMAN FUND
FOR OTTAWA JEWISH ARCHIVES
In Memory of:
Leon Aryeh Katz by Shirley and Shier
Berman and family.
Dora Smith by Shirley and Shier Berman
and family.
SOLOWAY JEWISH
COMMUNITY CENTRE
YOUTH SERVICES FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Jerry Penso by Kenny Elbaz.
AJA 50+ ENDOWMENT FUND
AJA 50+ DAVID SMITH
OTTAWA JEWISH COMMUNITY
SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
AKIVA EVENING HIGH SCHOOL
ENDOWMENT FUND
ADINA BEN PORAT MACHON SARAH
TORAH EDUCATION FUND
DORIS BRONSTEIN TALMUD TORAH
AFTERNOON SCHOOL FUND
BARRY FISHMAN
OTTAWA JEWISH BULLETIN
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
MARTIN GLATT PARLIAMENT LODGE
B’NAI BRITH PAST PRESIDENTS’ FUND
MENDEL AND VALERIE GOOD
HOLOCAUST CONTINUING
EDUCATION FUND
FUND FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
HILLEL LODGE LEGACY FUND
JEWISH COMMUNITY CEMETERY
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL FUND
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JEWISH FAMILY SERVICES
AGENCY FUND
JEWISH MEN’S
SOFTBALL LEAGUE FUND
JEWISH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION HILLEL FUND
JEWISH YOUTH LIBRARY OF OTTAWA
ENDOWMENT FUND
DAVID “THE BEAR” KARDASH
CAMP B’NAI BRITH MEMORIAL FUND
OTTAWA JEWISH CEMETERIES
ZICHARON FUND
OTTAWA JEWISH COMMUNITY
ENDOWMENT FUND
OTTAWA JEWISH
COMMUNITY SCHOOL
AGENCY FUND
OTTAWA JEWISH
COMMUNITY SCHOOL
CHILDREN OF THE BOOK
AWARD FUND
OTTAWA JEWISH
COMMUNITY SCHOOL
ENDOWMENT FUND
OTTAWA JEWISH
COMMUNITY SCHOOL
FUND IN MEMORY OF EVA WINTROB
OTTAWA JEWISH
HISTORICAL SOCIETY FUND
OTTAWA LODGE B’NAI BRITH #885
PAST PRESIDENTS FUND
OTTAWA LODGE B’NAI BRITH #885
PRESIDENTS SCHOLARSHIP FUND
OTTAWA MODERN
JEWISH SCHOOL FUND
OTTAWA POST
JEWISH WAR VETERANS FUND
OTTAWA TORAH INSTITUTE
TORAH EDUCATION FUND
RAMBAM MAIMONIDES
JEWISH CONTINUITY FUND
SOLOWAY JEWISH
COMMUNITY CENTRE
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FUND
SOLOWAY JEWISH COMMUNITY
SUMMER CAMP SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SOLOWAY JEWISH
COMMUNITY CENTRE
ENDOWMENT FUND
TORAH ACADEMY OF OTTAWA
TORAH EDUCATION FUND
SARA AND ZEEV VERED
ISRAEL CULTURAL PROGRAM FUND

The Board of Directors of the Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation
acknowledges with thanks contributions to the following funds as of
January 19, 2015.
APPOTIVE FAMILY ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Fannie Solomon by Jeff Appotive; and by
Sharon Appotive.
Mazel Tov to:
Yoni Appotive on being made a partner in her
law firm by Debi and Neil Zaret and family.
JACK AND DORIS BAYLIN
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Max Silverman by David and Joy Kardish;
and by Anne Monson-Baylin.
CHANI AND BRAM BREGMAN
JEWISH EDUCATION FUND
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by Chani and Bram Bregman.
Mazel Tov to:
Cantor Daniel and Muriel Benlolo on Jonathan’s engagement by Chani and Bram Bregman.
JACOB AARON AND ESTHER MALKA
BRUNER MEMORIAL FUND
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Florence Samuels, a beloved mother and
grandmother by Elly and Al Bruner and family.
Norman Samuels, a beloved father and grandfather by Elly and Al Bruner and family.
BARRY AND MARCIA CANTOR
COMMUNITY ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by David and Joy Kardish;
by Anne Monson-Baylin; by Holly and Tobin
Kardish; and by Lyn and Mordechai Ben-Dat.
TILLIE AND HARRY CHERM
MEMORIAL FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Sylvia Kaiman by Arlene and Mel Schwey
and family.
SANDI AND EDDY COOK
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by Sandi and Eddy Cook and
family.
Mazel Tov to:
Cantor Daniel and Muriel Benlolo on
Jonathan’s engagement by Sandi and Eddy Cook
and family.
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Beata Zwolan by Sandi and Eddy Cook and
family.
JOSEPH AND BETTY FELLER
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Joseph Feller by Angela and Ralph Lipper; by
Wally and Carole Cherun; by Adele and Bernard
Shinder; by the Staff and Partners at Ginsberg,
Gluzman, Fage and Levitz; by Elaine and Warren
Baer; by Marla and Gregg Rosen; by Nancy and
Ady Koffler; by Gloria Klein; and by Denise
Macharacek.
FLORENCE FAMILY MEMORIAL FUND
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Rose Doctor, a beloved aunt by A.L., Ann,
Leanne and Brendan Smith.

A.L. Florence, a beloved grandfather by A.L.,
Ann, Leanne and Brendan Smith.
Jack Florence, a beloved uncle by A.L., Ann,
Leanne and Brendan Smith.
Lena Florence, a beloved grandmother by
A.L., Ann, Leanne and Brendan Smith.
JACK AND GERT GOLDSTEIN
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Phyllis Fox by Ray and Ernie Goldstein.
HERB AND DENA GOSEWICH
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Joseph Viner by Herb and Dena Gosewich.
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Elinor Ritt by Herb and Dena Gosewich.
FRITZI AND MAX (CHIEF) GREENBERG
MEMORIAL FUND
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Sheldon Taylor by Debbie (Greenberg)
Ferkin.
GROSSMAN KLEIN
FAMILIES FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Pauline Pankowski by Vera and Leslie Klein.
In Memory of:
Joseph Viner by Vera and Leslie Klein.
HY AND PAULINE HOCHBERG
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Hy Hochberg, a beloved husband, father and
grandfather by Pauline Hochberg and family.
ARTHUR AND SARAH KIMMEL
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Leon Katz by Daniel and Marilyn Kimmel.
KRANTZBERG KRANE
FAMILY FUND
Good Wishes to:
Amanda and Paul Schwartzman on their new
home by Myra and Sam Krane and family.
SUSAN AND DAVID KRIGER
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Alan Ain, a beloved brother by Susan and
David Kriger.
ISSIE AND EDITH LANDAU
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by Edie Landau.
NORMAN AND ISABEL LESH
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Appreciation to:
David Zackon by Norman and Isabel Lesh.
Mazel Tov to:
Cantor Daniel and Muriel Benlolo on their
son Jonathan’s engagement by Norman and
Isabel Lesh.
SALLY AND ELLIOTT LEVITAN
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Stanley Abelson by Sally and Elliott Levitan.
Joseph Viner by Sally and Elliott Levitan.
Continued on page 20
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foundation donations
RHODA AND JEFFREY MILLER
FAMILY FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Sylvia Kaiman by Rhoda and Jeff Miller.
THE OTTAWA LION OF JUDAH
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by Leiba Krantzberg and
Michael Metz.
Fannie Solomon by Leiba Krantzberg.
John Sussman by Leiba Krantzberg.
GERALD AND MARY-BELLE
PULVERMACHER FAMILY
ENDOWMENT FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Trudy Wiseman by Gerry and Mary-Belle
Pulvermacher.
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Gerry Cammy by Gerry and Mary-Belle
Pulvermacher.
SAMUEL AND RUTH ROTHMAN
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Ronald Cape by Sheldon and Corinne Taylor
and family.
Fannie Solomon by Stephen and Sue
Rothman and family.
ISRAEL AND JENNIE SHINDER
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Israel Shinder by Peggy (Margaret)
Robinson.

| Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation

SAMUEL AND KATHERINE SIGLER
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by Jules and Barbara Sigler and
family.
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Sam Petigorsky by Jules and Barbara Sigler.
DORIS AND RICHARD STERN
FAMILY FUND
In Memory of:
Samuel Linzon by Doris and Richard Stern.
BRENT AND RISA TAYLOR
ENDOWMENT FUND
Condolences to:
Nadine Greenberg on the loss of her beloved
father, Harry by Risa, Brent and Shira Taylor.
Good Wishes to:
The Froman Family on their new home by
Risa, Brent and Shira Taylor.
SUSAN WEISMAN AND JEFF TAYLOR
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by Susan Weisman and Jeff
Taylor.
Israel Shinder by Susan Weisman and Jeff
Taylor.
Joseph Viner by Susan Weisman and Jeff
Taylor.
STEPHEN AND GAIL VICTOR
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by Stephen and Gail Victor.

Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation

Legacy Challenge Fund
Everyone has the ability to create a Jewish legacy
The OJCF Legacy Challenge
asks you to consider making a
gift to the Foundation in your
estate plans and wills. Leaving
a gift in a will or as part of
your estate plans helps ensure
the vibrancy and long-term sustainability of our community for
years to come, creating a lasting
and personal legacy.
The OJCF Legacy Challenge
is your chance to personally
commit to the ongoing growth
and vitality of our shared
community. We hope you will
accept this challenge.
What is the OJCF
Legacy Challenge Fund?
If you decide to name the
Ottawa Jewish Community

Foundation as recipient of a
bequest through your will, the
OJCF Legacy Challenge Fund
will pay for the professional/
legal services to help create
this bequest or codicil up to a
maximum of $1,000.
Who is eligible?
All donors choosing to leave
$10,000 (or more) or 1% (or
more) of their estate to the Ottawa
Jewish Community Foundation
are eligible to participate in the
OJCF Legacy Challenge.
For more information on how
this challenge program works,
please visit www.OJCF.ca or
contact Arieh Rosenblum at
613-798-4696, ext. 270 or email
arosenblum@jewishottawa.com.

RUTH AND JOSEPH VINER
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Joseph Viner by Sol and Anne Shmelzer.
HALTON/WEISS FAMILY FUND
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by Debbie Halton-Weiss and
Ron Weiss.
IRVING AND DIANE WEXLER
FAMILY FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Diane Wexler by Carol, Felicia, Adam, Jenn,
Morgan and Paige Segal.
In Memory of:
Jerome Glanzberg by Diane Wexler; Michael
and Muriel Wexler and family; and by Carol
Segal and family.
Hy Rabinovitch by Diane Wexler; Michael
and Muriel Wexler and family; and by Carol
Segal and family.
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Sunny Segal, a beloved husband, father and
grandfather by Carol, Felicia, Adam and Jenn
Segal and family.
ZIPES KARANOFSKY FAMILY
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by Rick and Helen Zipes.
THE WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE
PHILANTHROPY PROGRAM
Providing support for services and programs
that directly benefit women and children.
WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE
ENDOWMENT FUND
Condolences to:
Rosanne Ain on the loss of her beloved

mother by Rhoda and Joe Levitan.
In Memory of:
Burton Cook by Rhoda and Joe Levitan and
family; by Lynne Oreck-Wener and Bob Wener;
and by Lisa Rosenkrantz.
Sadie Halperin by Lisa Rosenkrantz.
John Sussman by Jackie, David, Rachel and
Zev Lyman.
THE SAUL AND EDNA GOLDFARB
B’NAI MITZVAH PROGRAM
BRAM TAYLOR
MITZVAH FUND
Condolences to:
Sharon Letovsky on the loss of her
beloved nephew by Susan Weisman and Jeff
Taylor.
DANI EVA TAYLOR
B’NAI MITZVAH FUND
In Memory of:
Howard Osterer by Susan Weisman and Jeff
Taylor.
JOSH TAYLOR
MITZVAH FUND
Condolences to:
Jeremy Rudin on the loss of his beloved
mother by Susan Weisman and Jeff Taylor.

Contributions may be made online
at www.OJCF.ca or by contacting
the office at 613-798-4696 extension
274, Monday to Friday or by email at
tributecards@ojcf.ca.
Attractive cards are sent to convey
the appropriate sentiments.
All donations are acknowledged
with a charitable receipt.

Donating
made easy at
www.OJCF.ca
Donations can be made
for all occasions
and life-cycle events.
Use our online donation form to send
one or multiple tribute cards
to your friends and loved ones
in one secure transaction.
Charitable receipts are issued and sent directly
to your email account.

Try it TODAY!
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Presents
Passover Foods 2015
from our
Passover Kitchen
SALE PICK UP DATES • MACHZIKEI HADAS SYNAGOGUE, 2310 VIRGINIA DRIVE
TUESDAY, MARCH 31 • WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1
THURSDAY, APRIL 2 • FRIDAY, APRIL 3
SEDER PLATE

CARROT TSIMMES

BONELESS STUFFED SQUAB

HAROSET

FARFEL KUGEL

STUFFED CAPON CHICKEN

CHICKEN SOUP

POTATO LATKES

SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN

MATZO BALLS

POTATO KUGEL

LEMON CHICKEN BREASTS

GEFILTE FISH

VEGETABLE KUGELETTES

ROASTED CHICKEN

HORSERADISH

SWEET & SOUR MEATBALLS

RIB EYE ROAST

MATZO ROLLS

MEAT CABBAGE ROLLS

ROASTED BRISKET

CHOPPED LIVER

CHICKEN FINGERS

ROASTED TURKEY

FRIED ONIONS

DELI MEATS

WHOLE SMOKED TURKEY

EGGPLANT SALAD

GRILLED SALMON

CHOCOLATE CHUNK COOKIES

To order call: 613-788-2713
ORDER YOUR SEDER
FOR 10
Seder Plate

Potato Kugel

Haroset

Farfel Kugel

Gefilte Fish

Carrot Tsimmes

Horseradish
Chicken Soup

Chocolate
Chunk Cookies

Matzo Balls

Fruit Salad

Roasted Brisket

$400.00

Stuffed Capons

No Substitutions

Reserve your spot
for the Community Seder,
catered by
Creative Kosher Catering:
First Night –
Congregation Machzikei Hadas
• Call the synagogue to reserve •
www.creativekosher.com
Under supervision
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‘No one wants to feel their very existence requires an apology’

A

s the Israeli election campaign heats up, the
way Israelis are positioning themselves is
becoming clearer than ever.
In its attempt to unseat Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu, the joint Labour-Hatnuah slate is
billing itself as the “Zionist Camp,” something that
rankled prominent Arab-Israeli writer Sayed Kashua in
his Haaretz blog (January 3).
Meanwhile, the left wing Meretz slate – which
features a young politico who happens to have two
proud cousins in Ottawa’s Jewish community (disclosure: I am one of them) – is taking a different tack,
underscoring the degree to which its policies differ from
what has come before: “Revolution with Meretz,” its
campaign posters declare.
Most fascinating to me, though, is one of the ads from
the right wing nationalist Naftali Bennett’s campaign.
In it, Bennett, leader of the Jewish Home (HaBayit
HaYehudi) Party, is dressed as a bearded hipster. As he
makes his way around Tel Aviv, he is afﬂicted by a
comedic apology problem. In a café, the waitress spills
coffee; he apologizes. On a narrow residential street, his
car gets rear-ended; he apologizes. On Rothschild
Boulevard, a fellow denizen makes her way to a rented
bicycle after he’s claimed it; he anxiously backs away,
apologizing. Finally, he is shown on a park bench,
reading the liberal-leaning Haaretz and a reprinted
column from the New York Times headlined, “Israel
needs to apologize.”

MIRA SUCHAROV

VALUES, ETHICS,
COMMUNITY
“From now on, we’re going to stop apologizing,”
Bennett tells the camera, removing his costume. “Join
HaBayit HaYehudi now.”
It’s a bit of brilliant campaigning with a message
seeking to appeal to Israelis’ collective core sense of self.
No one wants to feel their very existence requires an
apology.
The policy question, of course, lies in whether Israel’s
ongoing conﬂict with the Palestinians entails giving up
the country’s core identity, or whether there is something else going on, namely the occupation.
It’s an ongoing tension in how we understand the
situation. On one hand are contemporary depictions,
like those in the otherwise excellent series The
Honourable Woman, which suggest that Israelis and
Palestinians just need to leave each other alone and
peace will prevail.
The unspoken truth, though, is that there are very
real and overlapping sets of territorial claims being
cruelly manifested not only by Hamas rockets from Gaza

and sporadic terrorist attacks from East Jerusalem
and the West Bank, but also by the Israeli occupation.
There, in the West Bank, Palestinian freedom of movement is curtailed by settler-only roads and staffed
checkpoints.
As Bennett has made clear in his increasingly vocal
policy pronouncements, under his rule, the occupation
would not end – it would simply morph into a sort of
apartheid-like area in which Israel annexes part of the
West Bank while Palestinians are granted autonomy in
other areas. In other words, no Palestinian state.
Bennett’s ad suffers from another problem: a reluctance to consider the idea that so much mutual pain has
been inﬂicted by both sides, whatever one thinks of his
annexation plan, that some conﬂict resolution measures
may need to include mutual apology – just as mutual
recognition has been an importance currency of
Israeli-Palestinian relations.
However, there is one area where Bennett’s ad does
contain some wisdom: identity politics. But it’s only
half-a-serving of wisdom. The crux of the IsraeliPalestinian conﬂict has been that neither side has been
willing to truly recognize the material and identity
needs of the other. It’s ﬁne, as far as it goes, for Bennett
to imply that Israel has a right to exist, by rifﬁng on the
idea of apology being absurd. But unless Israel recognizes the right of the Palestinians to the same, Bennett’s
platform will appear to exist in a moral, political and
strategic vacuum.

Could not be prouder of my brother, the Golani

M

ost young Jewish Canadians tend to follow a
certain path. Although some decide to take
a gap year before embarking on their
journey of post-secondary education, most
students race through high school, ready to begin
university immediately, perhaps already with a strong
career goal in mind.
However, not all young Jews think alike, and I would
like to draw your attention toward those who boldly
(and bravely) decide to spend three years defending the
State of Israel. Increasingly, more young Diaspora Jews
are making the decision to enlist voluntarily in the Israel
Defense Forces (IDF).
A couple of years ago, my younger brother Eitan
announced to our family that he would be making
aliyah and entering the IDF. Despite being strongly
Zionist, the family did not have the most positive of
responses to my brother’s decision. We begged him for
months to consider doing a gap year program instead, or
volunteering in the army for a year-and-a-half instead of
three. However, in his stubborn (Israeli) nature, my
brother prevailed and is currently in the middle of
training with the Golani 51st division.
And we could not be prouder.
Eitan said he wanted to join the army because he felt a

ARIELLE ELLIS

CAMPUS LIFE

connection to the land of Israel and he saw it as unfair
that kids his own age in Israel were drafted into the
army while he would be able to visit and enjoy the
country without having to contribute to defending it
himself. He also felt it would be unfair to join for a
year-and-a-half and then leave his unit halfway through
its service. If he was going to do this, he would do it in
full. Eitan is one of 800 lone soldiers currently defending
Israel, and they are all incredibly deserving of
recognition.
For university students, a bad grade or a difﬁcult
professor may seem like the end of the world. We go
through weeks where we are bombarded with assignments and exams, undergoing vast amounts of pressure
and stress. Certainly it may be difﬁcult, but let me bring
you back down to earth for a minute.

To advertise in the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin,
contact:
BARRY SILVERMAN 613-798-4696, ext. 256 |
bsilverman@ottawajewishbulletin.com

I usually hear from my brother a few times a week. He
does his best to call each family member in the short 30
minutes of free time he receives to use his phone. On
one of our more recent phone calls, I had the audacity to
complain to him about assignments I was dealing with
and all the ‘fun’ of law school applications. To his credit,
Eitan has grown into an incredibly mature 18-year-old
(thank you, IDF) and always manages to listen to my
‘problems,’ offer advice and cheer me up. He then
proceeds to explain to me that he is in the ﬁeld for the
week with very minimal shelter, warmth and food. Daily,
Eitan undergoes extreme challenges and he is still only
in his training. The hard reality is that it will only grow
tougher, and, while there will be many good days for
him in the army, there will also, undeniably, be bad
ones.
We consider it to be life shattering when something
goes wrong in school. We get one bad ﬁnal grade and we
fear our future career goals are compromised.
Meanwhile, there are thousands of young adults our age
dealing with a much harsher reality in the IDF, and 800
of those soldiers are there on their own accord. Some of
Ottawa’s own have given a few years to the IDF, bravely
and proudly defending Israel.
Despite some of the rhetoric we hear on campus,
those soldiers are not ﬁghting because they want to kill
people. They are not ﬁghting in order to occupy territory. They are ﬁghting in the most morally responsible
way within an incredibly difﬁcult situation.
I’m not saying we should all join the IDF to do our
part in defending the State of Israel. It’s deﬁnitely not for
everyone, me included. However, I do encourage you to
research the facts and familiarize yourselves with the
realities of the situation. I am asking you to be knowledgeable so that the next time some extremist student
on your campus decides to convey wrongfully ‘facts’
about the Israel Defense Forces, you will be able to
correct them and present them with some actual truths.
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10
The Art of Parenting: We scale the challenges facing
parents and explore insights from Jewish wisdom to instil
values, foster independence and ensure the long-term
success and emotional well-being of our children,
9:30 to 11 am. Weekly until March 3.
Info: Rabbi Menachem Blum, 613-843-7770,
rabbi@theotc.org

space, with story time, songs, play and more. Perfect for
kids four and under, 9:15 to 10:45 am.
Weekly until June 26.
Info: Ella Dagan, 613-798-9818, ext. 243,
edagan@jccottawa.com

Soloway Jewish Community Centre AGM: 7 pm.
Info: Barry Sohn, 613-798-4696, ext. 268
boshn@jccottawa.com

Vegetarian Shabbat Dinner: Gather for a vegetarian
potluck dinner. A seasonal soup or stew will be provided,
along with challah and wine or juice. Please bring a
vegetarian contribution (no ﬁsh or meat) to share.
Glebe Minyan, 64 Powell Avenue, 6 pm.
Info: Anna Maranta, 613-867-5505, glebeminyan@gmail.com

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11
Cooking Course for Teens: Class encourages tasting,
cooking and exploring amazing new ﬂavours. Students
will chop, dice, measure and bake while learning foodhandling and gaining independence in the kitchen.
Ottawa Torah Centre, 111 Lamplighters Dr., 5:30 to 7:30 pm.
Weekly until February 25.
Info: Dina Blum, 613-614-6729, dinabl@sympatico.ca

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 22
Books & Bagels Book Review and Discussion:
Bagel breakfast at 9:30 am, followed by the book review
and discussion. Fran Klodawsky will review “Fields of
Exile” by Nora Gold.
Temple Israel, 1301 Prince of Wales Dr., 9:30 to 11 am.
Info: Shayla Mindell, 613-594-4556,
shaylamindell@rogers.com

The Art of Parenting: See description February 10.
Weekly until March 4.
Ottawa Torah Centre, 111 Lamplighters Dr., 7:30 to 9 pm.
Info: Rabbi Menachem Blum, 613-843-7770,
rabbi@theotc.org

COMING SOON

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13
Shabbat Shalom at the SJCC: Join us for a fun Shabbat
celebration and playgroup in the Ganon preschool

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25
Agudath Israel and Machzikei Hadas present Kasim
Hafeez, the “Muslim Zionist” with profound understanding of the realities of the Middle East.
Machzikei Hadas, 2310 Virginia Dr., 7:30 to 9:40 pm.
Info: Miriam Lerson, 613-728-3501,
clergy.support@agudathisrael.net

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27
Agudath Israel Kabbalat Shabbat Dinner with scholarin-residence Rabbi Charles Sherman. Services begin
at 5:35 pm. Dinner by Creative Kosher.
RSVP by noon February 24 to 613-728-3501.
Agudath Israel Congregation, 1400 Coldrey Ave.,
5:30 pm.
Info: Miriam Lerson, 613-728-3501,
clergy.support@agudathisrael.net
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28
Agudath Israel presents the Pre-Purim Scotch
Whiskey Festival: Come in from the cold and join our
scotch whiskey and wine tasting fundraising festival!
Agudath Israel Congregation, 1400 Coldrey Ave.,
7:30 to 10:40 pm.
Info: Susan Finkelman, 613-824-1315
CANDLE LIGHTING BEFORE

FEBRUARY 13
FEBRUARY 20
FEBRUARY 27

5:06 PM
5:16 PM
5:26 PM

MARCH 6
MARCH 13
MARCH 20

5:36 PM
6:45 PM
6:54 PM

BULLETIN DEADLINES

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4 *
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25
MONDAY, APRIL 6 **

FOR MARCH 9
FOR MARCH 30
APRIL 13
FOR APRIL 27

* Early deadline: Community-wide Issue ** Early deadline: holiday closures

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, ACTIVITIES TAKE PLACE AT THE JOSEPH AND ROSE AGES FAMILY BUILDING, 21 NADOLNY SACHS PRIVATE

JEWISH
MEMORIAL
GARDENS

condolences
Condolences are extended to the families of:
John Arthur (Jack) Geller Q.C.,
Toronto (father of Harold Geller)
Dr. Edgar Jehuda Ziegler
May their memory be a blessing always.

The Condolence Column
is offered as a public service to the
community. There is no charge.
For listing in this column,
please call 613 798-4696, ext. 274.
Voice mail is available.

Your
one-stop
resource
centre for
funeral
planning
613-688-3530
www.jewishmemorialgardens.org

Ottawa’s choice
FOR COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE,
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
AND OTTAWA APARTMENTS

50 Bayswater Avenue • Ottawa, Ontario K1Y 2E9
Tel: 613-759-8383 • Fax: 613-759-8448 • Email: district@districtrealty.com

Choice locations
throughout the city.
www.districtrealty.com
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Duke of
Devonshire

Lord
Lansdowne

On Carling Avenue
steps from the Civic Hospital

Overlooking Lansdowne Park
And The Glebe On Bank Street

Call us today
for your
exclusive tour

Call us today
for your
exclusive tour

(613) 721-8809

(613) 230-9900

DukeofDevonshire.com

LordLansdowne.com

Ask us
about
our

free

Trans
ition
Coord
inatio
n
Servic
es

Royal

THE

TREATMENT

T he Duke of Devonshire and the Lord Lansdowne… two of
Ottawa’s most exceptional all inclusive assisted living retirement
residences for discerning seniors who’ve earned the right to be
pampered and live retirement life to the fullest.

Our residences oﬀer exquisitely appointed private suites and grand
common areas. Our highly trained and attentive professional staﬀ
are at your service around the clock to provide focused attention on
your personal needs. We serve only the ﬁnest cuisine. We oﬀer Jewish
cuisine alternatives and celebrate the traditional Jewish holidays. Our
onsite spa, ﬁtness, recreation and entertainment facilities are the envy
of the City. Get ready for the Royal Treatment.
A Dymon Company—Ottawa Owned... Ottawa Proud.

Ask us about our $110 per day rate for short-term accommodation!

